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Cold steel recon 1 tanto xl

Click on the image to zoom in. Blade Length Options, Mm: 135.00 Total Length, Mm: 309.00 Blade Thickness, Mm: 3.80 Blade Cutting Type: Steel Blade Brand Standard: CTS-XHP Steel Solidity, HRC: 60-61 Blade Processing Type: DLC Handle Thickness, Mm: 13.50 Hand Material: G10 Castle Type:
Three-to-Lock Weight, Gr: 235.00 Country Manufacturing: Taiwan 15 890.00 p. Additional product reviews records do not leave retrieval shipmentMoscow by russian post (5-10 working days) 0 ruble (300 ruble. when buying up to 3500 ruble) self-delivery from PVV (3-7 days Work) 0 ruble (300 rubs when
buying up to 3500 ruble) Description of the cold steel knife XL Recon 1 Tanto Point: Folding Knife XL Recon 1 - A new modification of the popular cold steel model with increased memorizing cutting and the edge of the black blade coating is the Tuff-Ex™, the G-10® black handle. Excellent powder steel
blade, high in chrome and carbon, has corrosion resistance and exceptional cutting characteristics. The blade opens with a two-way peg at the base of the arm, and is fixed by a TRI-AD lock® lock, with a trigger in the middle and back of the handle.A massive blade of a cold steel knife XL Recon 1 Tanto
plus a significant handle is the same, comfortable shape, which fits perfectly in hand. It consists of a steel frame and side elements of a black G-10 synthetic textolot with a rough texture. You can rearrange the stapler on the right or left side of the handle in Tip-up, a hole for Tuak is on the handle's heel.
Description Reviews (0) Notes (0) Cold Steel Knife Properties XL Tour 1 Tanto Point 27TXLT: Manufacturer: Cold Steel (U.S.) Total Length: 311mm Blade Length: 140mm Blade Thickness: 4.0mm Blade Material: Japanese Steel AUS-8A Wedge Processing : Tuff-Ex™ Finish Solidity: 58-60 HRC Blade
Lock: Tri-Ad Lock Handle Material: Black textured G10 Weight: 227 g Set (?): Ok: Description: Description: Description : Description of Cold XL Recon Knife 1 Tanto Point 27TXLT Portable Knife XL Recon 1 - An improved version of the famous cold steel model with an extended serretor shape
sharpening edge, black cladding blade - Tuff-Ex™, handle of G-10 black color. The XL Recon 1 cold steel portable knife features a tanto blade like made of STEEL CTS® XHP alloy, which has solidity 60-62, and a black tactical coating. Excellent steel powder of the blade, has a large portion of carbon
chromium, and is equipped with powerful cutting indicators and excellent protection against rust. A two-way skewer at the beginning of the shoe helps open the blade, maintaining position when locking TRI-AD® Lock. The trigger is located in the center of the back of the handle. The strong cold steel XL XL
Recon 1 knife Tanto blade knife has the same significant and comfortable handle, perfectly placed by hand. It consists of: a steel frame and third-party components of g-10 artificial material and a black hue with coarse apparel. The portable clip allows movement on both sides of the handle in edge-up
mode, a slot of tevel - the heel of the handle. Information about the properties, equipment, appearance, and color of the product is character; You can pnevmat24.ru cold steel XL Recon 1 Tanto Point 27TXLT with convenient shipping all over Russia by courier, transport company or Russian post office.
We also supply to Kazakhstan and Belarus. You can specify the price and order the goods on the website, by phone, or write a letter to e-mail. That's a very cool knife. Very sharp. There's no negative reaction. At the same time, it's easy to open with one hand. Ideal for weight, very large size, not heavy.
Of the flaws, it's only unclear what we're going to do with the box. The entire socket has been opened more than 100 times. In general for such money, the box should be in normal condition. Took himself, and if anyone gave it would just be a disgrace. That's a very cool knife. Very sharp. There's no
negative reaction. At the same time, it's easy to open with one hand. Ideal for weight, very large size, not heavy. Of the flaws, it's only unclear what we're going to do with the box. The entire socket has been opened more than 100 times. In general for such money, the box should be in normal condition.
Took himself, and if anyone gave it would just be a disgrace. Rezat.Ru is the official trader of cold steel buying from us, you get: - professional consulting manager; official responsibility for the goods; the ability to return the purchase within 14 days; - A chance to get to know yourself personally with the
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